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Abstract: This paper presents a method that makes it possible to visually design and program Web applications
that use frame facilities. The BioPro system that implements this method newly provides Frameset design pages
with which we can design Web pages that represent a frameset consisting of several frames and other framesets.
We design the contents of ordinary Web pages using Web design pages. Each frame of a Frameset design page has
a link to the Web page that is displayed in the frame. The system generates Web application program code from
these Frameset design pages and the Web design pages linked to them. Frameset design pages provide several
editing facilities such as adding, deleting, changing, and nesting of framesets to make it easier to develop Web
applications that use frame facilities.
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1 Introduction
Web applications that need to show a lot of informa-
tion in one Web page at a time often use some inline
frames, exchange displayed elements using their tabs,
or enable users to see a hidden part of the page us-
ing the scroll bars of a Web browser. On the other
hand, if Web applications use a HTML frame facil-
ity, they can display a lot of information in one Web
page at a time and show it to users [1]. The users
can easily catch the outline of the provided informa-
tion, and at the same time, they can see the contents of
the frame of interest in detail by extending the frame
to the whole page if they need to. Therefore, some
Web applications that need to display a lot of infor-
mation at a time such as computer-assisted instruction
systems, Web-based chat systems, and the Help win-
dows of various kinds of Web applications often use
the HTML frame facility [2], [3].

For the development of Web applications, various
kinds of Web application frameworks [4], [5], [6], [7],
[8] and integrated development environments [9] have
been proposed and utilized. Among them, visual pro-

gramming for Web applications has been the object of
programmers’ attention as a tool that makes it easier
to design and debug Web applications [10], [11], [12],
[13]. We have developed the BioPro system that en-
ables programmers to visually design the contents of
Web pages, database tables, program tables, actions,
and Web page transfers [13]. Most of existing de-
velopment environments assist programmers to design
the �body� parts of HTML documents for Web ap-
plications, which mainly receive form data from Web
browsers, process database tables using those data,
and display the results in Web pages. However, in
the existing development environments, it is difficult
to visually represent the design of Web pages that use
frame facilities because �frame� elements are not
written in the �body� parts of HTML documents.

This paper presents a method that makes it possi-
ble to visually design and program Web applications
that use frame facilities. The BioPro system that im-
plements this method newly provides Frameset de-
sign pages with which we can design Web pages that
represent a frameset consisting of several frames and
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(1) entryShop

(2) fruitShop

(3) checkOut

Figure 1: Web application example fruitShop

other framesets. We design the contents of ordinary
Web pages using Web design pages. Each frame of
a Frameset design page has a link to the Web page
that is displayed in the frame. The system gener-
ates Web application program code from these Frame-
set design pages and the Web design pages linked to
them. Frameset design pages provide several editing
facilities such as adding, deleting, changing, and nest-
ing of framesets to make it easier to develop Web ap-
plications that use frame facilities.

2 Requirements for Frame Design

2.1 Visual programming for Web applica-
tions

The BioPro system is a visual programming environ-
ment for Web applications based on the model-view-
controller architecture [14] (See Fig. 5). We first de-
scribe a procedure of development for Web applica-
tions using the BioPro system. Let’s consider a sim-
ple Web application fruitShop shown in Fig. 1 as an
example. In this Web application, we first enter our
name in the entryShop page and then click the ”En-
ter” button. The next fruitShop page will show the
images and prices of several kinds of fruits. When we
click the ”Buy” button to select one fruit, the check-
Out page shows the name and price of the selected
fruit.

To design this Web application, as shown in Fig.
2, we first design the contents of these Web pages
by choosing appropriate Web components (forms, text
fields, buttons, etc.) from menus and pasting them in
each of the Web design pages. We next create a DB
design table fruit to create a real DB table fruit, which
stores several kinds of fruits to be displayed in the

Figure 2: Visual programming for Web application
fruitShop

fruitShop page. We drag the name, image, and price
fields of DB design table fruit and drop them in the
fruitShop Web design page so that the fruitShop page
will display these fruits. We also drag the name text
field of the entryShop Web design page and drop it in
the checkOut Web design page so that the checkOut
page will display the name that is entered in the en-
tryShop page. We finally choose the target Web page
control transfers to when we click each of submit but-
tons in these Web design pages to complete the devel-
opment of this Web application.

2.2 Requirements
To make it easier to develop Web applications that use
frame facilities, we take into account the following re-
quirements:

1. We can use the existing visual programming pro-
cedure of Web applications that do not use frame
facilities as it is.

2. We can nest frames in a frameset any number of
times, and we can easily understand the relation-
ship between the frames and the Web pages that
are displayed inside them.

3. We can easily change the structure of framesets,
easily add and delete frames, and easily change
the Web pages that are displayed inside frames
by using the mouse operation.

3 System configuration

3.1 Introduction of frameset design pages
To make it possible to use the existing visual pro-
gramming procedure as it is, we separate the design
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Figure 3: Design page for framesets

of frameset pages from the design of ordinary Web
pages (Requirement 1). We introduce Frameset de-
sign pages as root Web pages that represent framesets,
and link each frame included in a Frameset design
page to an ordinary Web design page. For example,
in Fig. 3 (b), Frameset design page Y has two frames,
and its upper frame is linked to Web design page C,
and its lower frame is linked to Web design page D.

We make it possible to link each frame included
in a Frameset design page to not only an ordinary Web
design page but also another Frameset design page.
This enables frames to be nested in a frameset any
number of times (Requirement 2). As shown in Fig. 3
(a), the Frameset design page X has two frames, where
its upper frame is divided into two other frames, left
and right frames, each of which is linked to Web de-
sign page A and B, respectively. Its lower frame is
linked to another Frameset design page Y. When we
execute the Web application that contains these pages,
the Frameset design page X is displayed as a root Web
page that includes four Web pages A, B, C and D as
shown in Fig. 3 (c). In a Frameset design page, we
can easily divide, delete, exchange frames by clicking
or drag-and-dropping the mouse (Requirement 3).

Figure 4 shows two Frameset design pages and
four Web design pages created by a programmer using
the BioPro system, as described in Fig. 3. Each frame
of the Frameset design page is linked with a pink line
to the Web design page that is displayed in it.

3.2 Framework for generating Web applica-
tions

The system generates Web application program code
from the visual design of a Web application. As
shown in Fig. 5, we first visually design the con-
tents of each of Web pages in their Web design pages.
When we use database tables, we first visually design
those database tables in DB design table windows. In-
stead, we may specify the names of existing database
tables to display them in DB design table windows.
We drag and drop the fields of a database table from

Figure 4: Frameset design pages created by the Bio-
Pro system

a DB design table window to a Web design page so
that these fields will be displayed in the correspond-
ing Web page. When we use a table in the program
that exists only during the execution of the program,
we visually design the contents of this table in a Pro-
gram table design window. For example, we design
a table of an online-shop cart in this Program table
design window. The system automatically generates
JavaBeans code from these Program tables. We next
write the actions that are executed when control trans-
fers to a Web page in the Web source window that
corresponds to the Web page. Control may transfer to
one Web page from multiple Web pages. In the Web
source window of a Web design page, for each Web
page control transfers from, we can write a necessary
action, which is executed when control transfers from
the Web page to this Web page. From these resources,
the BioPro system automatically generates Servlets,
JSP pages [15], and Java classes that compose a Web
application in a client side, and uploads them to the
Web server together with other resources such as im-
age files, and customized Java classes. To start the
Web application, the system then runs a Web browser
to make it send a request to the first Web page of the
Web application.

Figure 6 shows how the program code that im-
plements a Web application will be generated from
various pieces of information designed using the Bio-
Pro system. From a Frameset design page X, the
system generates JSP page X.jsp that displays the
frameset in a Web page. The frame of Frameset de-
sign page X is linked to Web design page A that is
displayed in this frame. Therefore, JSP page X.jsp
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Figure 5: Automatic generation of Web application
programs

contains the HTML code “”�frame src=”�%= re-
sponse.encodeURL(”A.jsp”) %� .../�””, which dis-
plays Web page A in it.

From Web design page A, the system generates
JSP page A.jsp that displays its Web page. In the Web
source window that corresponds to Web design page
A, the system generates some variables that store val-
ues such as the values of form data to be sent to Web
page A, the names of Program tables, and the names
of DB tables that Web design page A refers to. More-
over, it generates some methods that process those
Program tables. Using these predefined variables and
methods, programmers can write actions to be exe-
cuted when control transfers to Web page A for each
Web page control transfers from. JSP page A.jsp con-
tains the program code that performs these actions,
HTML elements designed in Web design page A, and
the program code that displays the values of the fields
of DB tables drag-and-dropped to Web design page A.

4 Implementation

4.1 Visual programming for Web applica-
tions using framesets

As an example of a Web application that uses frames,
let’s consider a simple Web-based chat system. As
shown in Fig. 7, this Web page consists of two frames.
The upper frame has a text field to enter a name, and
buttons to enter and exit a chat room. Below them, it
has an area to display the contents of chatting and its
status. The lower frame has a text field to enter a chat
message, and a button to send the message. To update
the contents of chatting that vary any minute, the up-
per frame keeps being refreshed at a certain period of
time. Because this Web page is divided into these two
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Java
classes

Database

retrieve DB,

Program
table

DB
table

X.jsp
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Figure 6: Automatic synthesis of program code from
design

frames, the lower frame is not affected by refreshing
the upper frame even when a user is entering a mes-
sage.

Figure 8 shows an example of visual program-
ming of this Web-based chat system. The window in
the top left corner of Fig. 8 (a) is a Frameset design
page, which corresponds to the Frameset design page
Y in Fig. 3 (b). The upper frame is linked to chat-
Frame Web design page to display chatFrame Web
page. The lower frame is linked to utterFrame Web
design page to display utterFrame Web page. Figures
8 (b) and 8 (c) show the Web design pages of chat-
Frame and chatFrame Web pages, respectively. In the
Web source window of chatFrame Web design page,
we can refer to variables user, enter, exit, and textarea
as predefined variables, which are generated from the
visual design of the Web pages by the system. For
example, variable user has the value of the name text
field. Using these predefined variables, we can easily
write necessary actions for the processes of entering
and exiting the room. In the Web source window of
utterFrame Web design page, we can easily write the
process for adding the submitted message by referring
to the contents of the message as a predefined variable.

4.2 Automatic generation of Web application
programs

Figure 9 shows a method to automatically generate the
program code of the Web-based chat system from the
visual design created in Section 4.1. We first designed
a Frameset page chat in the Frameset design page win-
dow, and designed two Web pages that are displayed
inside its frames in the Web page design windows. In
the Web source windows of the corresponding Web
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Figure 7: Example of Web-based chat system that
uses frames

pages, we then wrote the necessary actions that would
be executed when control transfers to each of the Web
pages by referring to predefined variables that were
automatically generated by the BioPro system.

The BioPro system generates the program code
that composes the Web application from these pieces
of design information. It generates a JSP page chat.jsp
from the Frameset design page chat, and as shown in
Fig. 9, it generates a JSP page utterFrame.jsp by syn-
thesizing the utterFrame Web design page and its Web
source. The part of the program code printed in italics
in Fig. 9 represents the code that was automatically
generated by the BioPro system.

5 Observation
Using visual programming, we were able to develop
a Web application that uses frame facilities. We were
also able to nest frames and framesets in a frameset.
In the conventional development, it required 272 lines
of code (10 for chat.jsp, 178 for chatFrame.jsp, and
84 for utterFrame.jsp) to develop the Web-based chat
system we considered as an example. This method re-
duced it to 63 lines of code, which is about one-forth.
As shown in Fig. 8, the structure of the Web appli-
cation is displayed visually, and this makes it easier
to understand the program and efficient to modify and
debug the program.

6 Conclusion
This paper has presented a method that makes it pos-
sible to visually design and program Web applications

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 8: Visual programming using frameset design
pages

that use frame facilities. As the next step, we are going
to investigate how to visually incorporate rich compo-
nents such as Flex, Flash, JavaScript, and Applet in
the design phase. In addition to visual programming
of Web applications, we will also investigate how to
visually display the design information of Web appli-
cations during their execution that is required for en-
hancing and maintaining the program.
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